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Anza Borrego Desert State Park Revisited 

Aylin inspecting the pods of a 

yucca tree 

Aylin with a piece of cactus 

My wife and I have made several trips over the past three 

years to Anza Borrego Desert State Park to view and 
photograph desert flora. This year was a bad year for the 
desert wildflowers. There were no sand verbena, no desert 
lilies, and no sand evening stars. The hedgehog, beavertail, 
barrel, and cholla cacti were flowering well as were the ocotillo 
and brittle bush. But due the lack of rain in November, 
December, and January the more delicate wildflowers decided 
not to show this year. 
 

But while the lack of wildflowers seemed to dampen our trip 

we had a great adventure with our 12-year old 

granddaughter. Aylin, a middle school 7th grader was working 

on a science project and needed to make two trips to the 

desert to study the flora and fauna along with taking 

photographs and taking samples, when allowed. This gave our 

trip an entirely different focus and I got to explain to Aylin 

what she was seeing in the California desert. 

Aylin spent the first of two days studying and photographing 
the flora around the Anza Borrego Desert State Park Desert 
Center. The desert center had a good selection of flowering 
cacti and ocotillo and she got some good shots of the 
flowering chollas and hedgehog cactus with bees buzzing in 
and out of the flowers to gather their nectar. Of course 
grandpa was there to assist her in taking these close-up 

macro shots. 

After wandering about the cactus, ocotillo and brittle bush we 

went into the desert center where they have a good collection 

of maps, literature, and some great exhibits. 

There are several dioramas of the desert fauna including big 

horn sheep, mountain lions, coyotes, jack rabbits, and other 

small burrowing critters. These dioramas are very well done 

and are very life-like in their appearance.  

http://henstridgephotography.com/FHP%20Volume%205%20Issue%201/index.htm
http://henstridgephotography.com/
http://maps.google.com/maps?q=Anza-Borrego+Desert+State+Park&hl=en&ll=33.252183,-116.367531&spn=0.209876,0.528374&sll=33.108295,-116.660128&sspn=0.052555,0.132093&oq=Anza&hq=Anza-Borrego+Desert+State+Park&t=m&z=12
http://fhenstridge.zenfolio.com/p828313258/h2ff54e7e#h2ff54e7e
http://fhenstridge.zenfolio.com/p828313258/h37309cb4#h37309cb4
http://fhenstridge.zenfolio.com/p828313258/h37309cb4#h37309cb4
http://fhenstridge.zenfolio.com/p828313258/h27a5ad25#h27a5ad25
http://fhenstridge.zenfolio.com/p828313258/h3a82c2c3#h3a82c2c3
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Bee attacking the flowers of the 

Ocotillo  

Aylin with a Mountain Lion pelt 

Where Aylin spent a great deal of time was the room where 

the actual animal skins are displayed along with a few stuffed 

animals and birds. Aylin got to touch and handle the skins 

and examine other exhibits such as plaster casts of animal 

footprints and skulls of rattlesnakes and big horn sheep. She 

took notes of what she saw along with many photographs. It 

was a very educational experience for her to learn about or 

California desert life. 

After spending about four hours walking the grounds of the 

desert center and driving the local roads looking for some 

wildflowers where in years past we had seen copious displays 

we found nothing but blowing sand. However, we did see 

some interesting metal sculptures of animal dotting the 

surrounding landscape. Due to the increasing velocity of the 

wind and blowing sand we decided to come back the following 

week to explore these sculptures and search once again for a 

few of the wildflowers. 

On the way home we routed our way the mountain 

community of Julian famous for its apple orchards and apple 

cider. We stopped for lunch at one of our favorite coffer 

shops, the Apple County Restaurant in Santa Ysabel at the 

junction of SR 79 and SR 78 and the Julian Pie Company to 

get some of their luscious chocolate covered apple 

doughnuts.  

The following Saturday we once again ventured back to 

Borrego Springs to gather more data for Aylin’s report and 

explore those metal sculptures we saw as we drove along the 

roads. 

We spent about 45 minutes hiking around the grounds of the 

desert center with Aylin catching a few more photos and 

exploring holes in the ground where the little critters like to 

burrow under the plants. We also got some great shots of 

bees attacking the flowers of the ocotillo.  

Galleta Meadows is a unique sculpture park of the Anza Borrego Desert, filled with dozens of 

metal creatures that supposedly inhabited the area millions of years ago. 

The Anza Borrego Desert isn’t the most hospitable place on the North American continent, and 

it’s definitely not where you’d expect to find an outdoor art exhibit like Galleta Meadows. 

Owned by multimillionaire Dennis Avery (as in Avery Office Supplies), this unusual tourist 

attraction is a desert creature park open to anyone brave enough to face the desert and the 

unbearable heat that comes with it. 

http://www.panoramio.com/photo/14942991
http://maps.google.com/maps?q=33.109589,-116.673617&hl=en&num=1&t=m&z=14
http://www.yelp.com/biz/julian-pie-company-julian
http://fhenstridge.zenfolio.com/p828313258/h2ac93735#h2ac93735
http://fhenstridge.zenfolio.com/p828313258/h302a3a4d#h302a3a4d
http://fhenstridge.zenfolio.com/p828313258/h2ac93735#h2ac93735
http://www.odditycentral.com/travel/the-merry-cemetery-of-sapanta.html
http://www.odditycentral.com/travel/the-merry-cemetery-of-sapanta.html
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Aylin standing beneath a Gomphotherium 

The story of Galleta Meadows began in the 90′s, when Avery decided to invest some of his 

fortune in a vast territory in Borrego Springs. He got it for an “uncontestable price” but had no 

idea of how he was going to use it, so he put no barbwire around it and no “Private Property” 

signs. Later, he built a winter residence, followed by a tourist resort, a country club and a golf 

course, but he needed something unique to attract tourist to his newly opened facilities. 

Having learned that the surrounding area had great archeological value, containing fossil 

vestiges from Pliocene, Pleistocene, and Miocene, Avery decided to bet on prehistoric creatures 

to lure tourists. He commissioned Mexican artist Ricardo Arroyo Breceda to create metal 

sculptures of dinosaurs and other creatures that might have lived in the area, and scatter them 

across Galleta Meadows. Fast forward to present day, the metal menagerie envisioned by 

Dennis Avery and crafted by Breceda features all kinds of animals, from mammoths, to saber-

toothed tigers, wild horses, turtles and even dinosaurs. 

The sculptures of Galleta Meadows are made of scrap metal and wire, which Ricardo Breceda 

welds together and pounds into shape using hammers and sledgehammers. Some of them, like 

the elephants and Gomphotherium are up to 4 meters tall. There is also a display of farm 

workers in the vineyards that were once plentiful in Borrego Springs until the grape boycotts of 

the 1960’s when the growers abandoned all grape growing. 

It’s very easy to drive to the sculptures if you don’t mind getting a bit of dust on your vehicle. 

The dirt tracks in the desert lead right to the structure and you don’t need a 4 wheel drive 

vehicle, the ground is solid beneath the layer of lose sand.  

The photos shown below depict most of the sculptures, but you really need to see them up 

close to appreciate Breceda’s work. The details are fantastic. You can use this interactive map 

to locate almost all of the sculptures. Just roll your mouse over the black square and a second 

window showing the sculpture with a description and the date it was installed at Galleta 

Meadows. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gomphotherium
http://www.galletameadows.com/
http://ricardoabreceda.com/
http://fhenstridge.zenfolio.com/p828313258/h10016df9#h10016df9
http://fhenstridge.zenfolio.com/p828313258/h319a8283#h319a8283
http://fhenstridge.zenfolio.com/p828313258/h2b1979a4#h2b1979a4
http://fhenstridge.zenfolio.com/p828313258/h2b1979a4#h2b1979a4
http://fhenstridge.zenfolio.com/p828313258/h1f162bf5#h1f162bf5
http://www.galletameadows.com/map.php
http://fhenstridge.zenfolio.com/p828313258/h391a6cf2#h391a6cf2
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Giant Locus 

Camel with baby 

http://fhenstridge.zenfolio.com/p828313258/h26f54428#h26f54428
http://fhenstridge.zenfolio.com/p828313258/h2698990d#h2698990d
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The Farm Worker The Grape Picker 

Harvesting The Grapes The Prospector 

http://fhenstridge.zenfolio.com/p828313258/h3fe9a71b#h3fe9a71b
http://fhenstridge.zenfolio.com/p828313258/h2d614263#h2d614263
http://fhenstridge.zenfolio.com/p828313258/h153f8345#h153f8345
http://fhenstridge.zenfolio.com/p828313258/h18778366#h18778366
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Sloth 

The Scorpion 

http://fhenstridge.zenfolio.com/p828313258/hc6083f2#hc6083f2
http://fhenstridge.zenfolio.com/p828313258/h236255cb#h236255cb
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Giant Sloth with Baby 

Kneeling Camel 

http://fhenstridge.zenfolio.com/p828313258/h1efc7561#h1efc7561
http://fhenstridge.zenfolio.com/p828313258/h173d225e#h173d225e
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Head of the Serpent 

Serpent crossing Borrego Springs Road 

http://fhenstridge.zenfolio.com/p828313258/h13e03155#h13e03155
http://fhenstridge.zenfolio.com/p828313258/h7d5e996#h7d5e996
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Elephant 

Big Horn Sheep 

http://fhenstridge.zenfolio.com/p828313258/h15bbefd4#h15bbefd4
http://fhenstridge.zenfolio.com/p828313258/h1a54f0cf#h1a54f0cf
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The Raptor Salvador Palma 

The Pig Family 
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Father Francisco Garces 

We spent about three hours and saw every sculpture north of Palm Canyon Drive. Aylin was an 

enthusiastic hiker visiting every one of Breceda’s works of metal art. 

If you every make it out to Borrego Springs to see the desert flora make sure to allow some 

time to visit these metal sculptures they are well worth your time. 

http://fhenstridge.zenfolio.com/p828313258/h1c606801#h1c606801
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You can view a complete gallery of all the photos we took while exploring the Anza 

Borrego Desert State Park and Borrego Springs by clicking here.  For the interactive 

map of the sculptures at Galleta Meadows click here. For a representative map with 

descriptive tags click here. 

If you are having problems viewing this page or the graphics please 

Click Here to view it in your browser or to visit our Photographic Blog 

Click Here. To view my Galleries of Geo-referenced photos from 

around the world Click Here. To view additional galleries Click Here.  

Control (Ctrl) Click on any Photo or Link to open a full-size image in a 

new window or tab. 

You can access an archive of all past editions of the 

Aperture by clicking here. 

To remove your name from our mailing list, please click here. 

Questions or comments? Email us at fhenstridge@henstridgephotography.com  or call 951-679-3530  

To view as a Web Page Click Here.  Please visit our Web Site at http://henstridgephotography.com.  

© 2011 Fred Henstridge Photography 

All Photos, Images, Graphics and Text are the copyright of Fred Henstridge Photography. All Rights are Reserved.  
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